ECON 425

WHEN
FALL 2017 2:00-3:15 TTH

WHO
Open To NIU Secondary Teachers

PRQ: Econ 260 or 261 or 160
(So make sure you sign up for that class this fall).

Class is designed to work within an Econ160 class. Students will be assigned a mentor from the 425 group.

Pre-service Teachers will be presented, as part of their teacher licensure program at Northern Illinois University, techniques to help convey some of the difficult Economic ideas. Counts towards minor in Economics.

Max of 10 students • Express Your Interest Now • Teach A Section • Effective Lecture Tuesday • Out of Our Seats Thursday • Mentor Students • Get Rockin’

APPLY NOW - TBATSON@NIU.EDU

WITH
Dr. Tammy Batson

CLASS STRUCTURE

METHODS CLASS

IMPROVE SKILLS

TOOLS AND LESSONS

ROCKONOMIX

Help create a group project with students from Econ 160 to Submit to a National Conference.